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	Dojo has been described as the JavaScript toolkit for programmers that’s easy enough for designers to pick up. This book will introduce the foundational concepts of using Dojo to increase efficiency when developing modern websites that utilize Document Object Model (DOM) manipulation, Ajax, animations, effects, and widgets.

	
		Dojo basics
	
		Animations and effects
	
		Widgets with Dijit



	What you’ll learn

	
		Understand why using Dojo is recommended over plain JavaScript.
	
		Examine Dojo’s core functions that empower the developer to focus on efficient, easy-to-maintain solutions.
	
		Utilize Dojo’s powerful event management and handling features to easily execute functions from user and program interaction.
	
		Create rich user experiences with the powerful and easy-to-use utilities Dojo provides for animation.
	
		Implement and use the large selection of Dojo’s premade, well-constructed, and skinnable widgets in a website or application.
	
		Bring third-party dynamic data and content into your website or application using Dojo’s robust tools for easy Ajax implementation and handling.



	Who this book is for


	This book is geared toward designers who want to use JavaScript functionality on websites but don’t want to deal with the everyday complexities of coding JavaScript for cross-browser compatibility, tedious methods for DOM manipulation, event handling, Ajax calls, and application user interface elements.


	Getting StartED with Dojo is also aimed at developers who are looking to enhance their preexisting JavaScript skills by transitioning their front-end development style to one that is based on core programming standards such as classes, events, and server communication using Ajax.


	It is assumed the reader is familiar with (X)HTML development.
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Dictionary of Video & Television Technology (Demystifying Technology Series)Newnes, 2002

	This up-to-date reference is the most complete dictionary covering this fast-paced field. It contains virtually all the terminology commonly used in modern global video and television technology, with thorough definitions aimed at the engineering level. It covers all international video standards, digital and analog video signals, data...
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Game Programming Gems 2Charles River, 2001
A collection of articles on key topics in computer game programming. Highlights include coverage of artificial intelligence, geometry management, audio programming, and other topics. The CD-ROM contains code and demos for the text. System requires a C and C++ x86 assembler, Open GL, and Direct3D. DLC: Computer games--Programming. 
...
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FiWi Access NetworksCambridge University Press, 2012

	The evolution of broadband access networks toward bimodal fiber-wireless (FiWi) access networks, described in this book, may be viewed as the endgame of broadband access. After discussing the economic impact of broadband access and current worldwide deployment statistics, all the major legacy wireline and wireless broadband access...
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Assemble the Social Web with zemblyPrentice Hall, 2008

	Use zembly to Create Social Web Applications for: Facebook, Flickr, iPhone, and More!

	

	With zembly you can create mashups and web applications drawing on content from virtually any web site, API call, or data stream. What’s more, zembly makes it as easy to deploy and scale next-generation web applications as it is...
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The Hacker's Handbook: The Strategy Behind Breaking into and Defending NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2003
In many ways, this is almost the hardest chapter to pen in this book; in writing
this, I am forced to relive the many occasions on which I have stood in
a bookstore leafing through a technical book, trying to determine its value
to the technical “excursion” I am currently embarked on. I generally start
with the...
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Office 2010 SimplifiedVisual, 2010

	A clear, visual way to learn Office 2010 quickly and easily


	If you're looking for a way to get up to speed quickly on the newest version of Microsoft Office, these 400 pages of step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it easy. Office 2010 has new features and tools to master, and whether you're upgrading...
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